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What would happen if you could not use MPLAB XC8 anymore? Your project design would be useless and your code would be
forgotten. Are you ready to pay to upgrade each time a new version comes out? The MPLAB XC8 PRO Subscription License
gives you access to all the latest features for the entire length of the subscription, as well as the ability to continue to write and
distribute your code, ensuring your legacy is never lost. What is a Subscription? ------------------------ Subscriptions are based on
a prepayment for an entire year or a single payment for more than one year. Payment Types ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Subscriptions
can be paid in two different ways: - **Prepaid**: a prepayment is made before the subscription expires and the subscription
continues until the prepayment is exhausted. The prepaid subscription automatically expires in one month from the date of
payment. - **Postpaid**: a subscription automatically renews after the prepayment has been exhausted and a new prepayment is
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required. The prepaid subscription comes with a limited number of refunds. A refund allows for reinstatement of the prepaid
subscription. One-Year Prepaid Subscription ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - MPLAB XC8 Professional subscription,
subscription fee of \$499. - Unlimited software downloads and updates. - Unlimited access to the MESIS version of XC8
running at xc8-r13.4. - MQX, OpenOCD, and UART debugging interface. - MQX device drivers for all LPC4430, LPC18XX,
LPC23XX, and LPC2356 devices. - QSYS device drivers for all PIC32, NXP, and ST microcontrollers. - MPLAB IDE *core*
plugins for all Cortex-M, Cortex-R, PIC32, and ST based microcontrollers. - Code Composer Studio and C++ Compiler tools
for PIC32 and ST M4-M4L and M4F devices. One-Year Postpaid Subscription ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Unlimited access to the 82157476af
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